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Management Summary 

A.  Objectives of the research

1. In November 2007 The BLINC Partnership was commissioned by the BBC Trust to 
undertake a qualitative research project into the public’s understanding and perception 
of trust in television broadcasting.

2. The research covered three main objectives:
- Explore attitudes to various aspects of life (including institutions, retailers, banks) 

to better understand levels of trust, cynicism and engagement
- To explore and understand present attitudes and perception of broadcasters in 

terms of trust, following recent press coverage
- To explore (using specific programme clips) attitudes to editorial principles or 

programme-making practices

B.  The editorial principles 

A number of key editorial principles were used to structure and illustrate the discussion:
Principle 1a: shows filmed or scripted to give a live feel on screen
Songs of Praise Christmas and Easter specials (BBC): both shows were filmed in November, 

back-to-back, with careful production to ensure a different seasonal atmosphere for each.
Strictly Come Dancing (BBC): the results show, which is now filmed ‘as live’ and shown on a Sunday 

evening, rather than live after the Saturday show.
Principle 1b: shows which set out to show a journey, discovery or personal odyssey
Living on the Line (C4): this particular extract shows the two protagonists (one of whom is the journalist 

Jon Snow) genuinely meeting for the first time as the climax to lengthy personal journeys.
Principle 2: editing many hours of filming of real people/situations to shape a story
The Apprentice (BBC): this clip shows one of the contestants after he was ‘fired’ from the show, using 

edited footage to summarise his time and performance on the show
Principle 3: use of ‘noddy’ shots
Interview from The Culture Show (BBC): this clip of an interview was used merely to illustrate to 

respondents what is meant by a ‘noddy’ shot and was a genuine response by an interviewer during a live
interview. The discussion then focussed on the use of manipulated  noddies to explore the principle 
further. 

Principle 4: Illusions used to enhance storytelling or viewer experience
The Nature of Britain (BBC): the clip showed film of a fox being covered in water to illustrate the 

impact of rainfall (the animal was filmed in a nature reserve rather than in the wild and the water came 
from a hose). 

Incredible Animal Journeys (BBC): the clip shows the presenter speaking from a London hotel room, 
yet presenting the information as though he were still in the Yukon, where the majority of the footage was 
filmed.

Bear Grylls survival show (C4, Discovery): the clip shows Bear Grylls demonstrating various 
survival techniques in the wild, although he spent some of the time in a hotel during the filming

The F Word (C4): Gordon Ramsay is presented as having caught wild sea bass yet it was subsequently 
revealed (and admitted by himself) that this was not the case.

Principle 5: using dramatic licence while telling a story
The Thieving Headmistress (BBC): from a drama documentary about the true story of Colleen 

McCabe. Uses a mix of dramatic reconstruction and interviews from real colleagues and police officers.
The Government Inspector (C4): from a dramatisation based on the events leading to the death of

Dr David Kelly. Both the above clips use disclaimers to guide the viewer’s expectations. Tony Blair and 
Alistair Campbell are played by actors. Both clips use disclaimers at the beginning.
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C.  Summary of Findings

1. The concept of trust in television broadcasting has been illuminated by recent 
media coverage, though the extent to which this has genuinely penetrated the 
consciousness of the mainstream audience is debatable.

2. However the cumulative effect of revealing potential issues in the research, that 
may not have been considered previously, did leave at least half the sample more 
watchful as an audience.

3.  As a wider context for specific attitudes, there is an overall sense of audiences 
struggling to make sense of a paradoxical situation:

- the implicit trust previously enjoyed by big institutions is in decline
- audiences are exposed to continuously expanding choice and increasing 

freedom
- with greater personal control comes a more confused perception of 

responsibility
- with multiple sources of information, truth becomes relative rather than 

absolute
4. Although the BBC was not perceived to be worse than other broadcasters on these 

issues.  People do associate it more strongly with values of honesty, 
trustworthiness and reliability. 

5. In addition it is perceived to have factual content at the core of its output, a genre 
audiences expect to be subjected to more scrutiny and rigour than others.

6. For these reasons, audiences do expect more of the BBC vs. its competitors.
7. However audiences do not want two tiers of standards: all broadcasters, including 

the BBC, should be subject to the same editorial guidelines.
8. For the most part, respondents feel that the high expectations audiences have of 

BBC output can be met via the application of common sense rather than black and 
white rules.

9. Key parameters for editorial judgement arose from detailed discussion of the 
different principles and supporting stimulus. These are as follows;

• Genre - expectations of entertainment shows allow for greater flexibility vs rigour 
expected of factual programming

• Impact - a high profile interview or cultural event may ultimately be subjected to 
greater scrutiny and have a wider impact beyond the transmission date

• Subject - finer judgements may be needed on sensitive subject matter (vulnerable 
people, specific subjects like 9/11)

• Talent - the particular expectations of specific presenter talent or programme 
brands can impact on the degree of rigour required to maintain trust 

• Warnings/disclaimers - audiences welcome these as a positive to help them decode 
a programme and set expectations accordingly.
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10. Ultimately however, there is a recognition from respondents that broadcasters 
(including the BBC) are trying to make entertaining programmes in a more competitive 
market, so programme enhancement is inevitable and indeed, desirable.

11. But at the very least they expect the BBC to be able to do this in a way that does not  
ultimately deceive them – there is an acceptance of grey areas but a swift rejection of 
any interpretation that constitutes ‘lying’. 

12.   The potential problem areas where this may be most acutely felt were: 
- stating something is live, when it isn’t
- presenting a physical journey or odyssey as continuous, if it wasn’t
- presenting a personal, emotional journey as genuine, if it wasn’t

13.  Overall the sense from this research is that there is a potential benefit to  the BBC if its 
custodianship of positive editorial values is made overt (by being actively transparent 
about its belief in honest programme making) - in order to maintain its position of 
trust, relative to the wider context of (what could be described as) a more lawless 
media world.

D. Methodology

1. The methodology focused on two evenings of fieldwork in Edinburgh and
Manchester on 26th and 29th November 2007, respectively.

2. We spoke to a total sample of 96 respondents (48 per night), recruited to 
represent the mainstream viewing audience, mixed sex and with an age range 
of 18-70 years.

3. A general discussion around the concept of trust as related to a number of 
institutions (police, NHS, banks) and brands (M&S, Apple, Tesco) enabled the 
large group to be sub-divided into four smaller groups, mixed in demographic 
terms but united by attitude: these were the ‘Cynics’ and the ‘Optimists’ at 
either end of the spectrum, with two groups of ‘Neutrals’ in the centre.

4. Within these smaller forums, we explored the attitudes to/levels of trust in a 
range of broadcasters in the light of recent media debate and from there, 
delved deeper into a number of key principles guiding editorial judgement.

5. As mentioned, in order to facilitate this discussion, we used a number of specific 
programme examples. It is important to note that these clips were chosen for 
illustrative purposes only, to help respondents make sense of the key editorial 
principles outlined earlier in section B.

6. Finally, we used a quantitative element to further measure the strength of 
feeling audiences displayed in relation to the different principles and attendant 
issues.
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Section 1: Overview of project and methodology

Overview of project
The concept of trust in broadcasting has been thrown into relief by recent media stories. 
Consequently the BBC Trust asked The Blinc Partnership to examine the attitudes of a broad,
mainstream viewing audience, to better understand levels of trust, cynicism and
engagement.

We did this by exploring attitudes to various aspects of life, then focusing the debate to
explore present attitudes and perception of broadcasters in terms of trust. We achieved this
via a number of key editorial principles, each illuminated for the viewer by content examples
(see later: Audience reaction to key editorial principles).

The extent to which the issue of trust in broadcasting has genuinely penetrated the
audience’s consciousness is debatable. More cynical respondents are more likely to treat the
questioning of trust as symptomatic of a wider world view, one that is not merely confined to
the media. Consequently they are more likely to react negatively to examples. 
In addition, the cumulative effect of revealing issues that may not have been previously
considered, did leave at least half the sample more watchful as an audience and many
slightly uneasy. 

That said, this research revealed that audience reaction to these issues is more about
degrees of judgement rather than the application of absolute rules: degrees to which people
care and degrees to which the perceived ’truth’ has been stretched. But perhaps above all,
the degree to which audiences endorse the idea that, in making entertaining TV, these
issues are bound to come up. So ultimately, the majority of respondents are accepting of
the fact that issues associated with trust will arise (and be dealt with in an acceptable way),
unless they are confronted with something they perceive to be deliberately misleading

(Examples of where this may occur are covered later in the document).

Methodology
We ran two evenings of fieldwork in Edinburgh (BC1) on 26th Nov 2007 and Manchester 

(C2D) on 29th Nov, speaking to a total sample of 96 respondents. Demographically, they 
were a mainstream viewing audience, of mixed sex and aged from 18 up to 70 years.

The structure of the evening ran as follows:
• An initial warm up session to explore attitudes to various areas of life, with a view to 

understanding levels of trust, engagement and cynicism
We began in a large forum, inviting all 48 respondents to give us their views on a number of 

institutions and services, ranging from retailers (M&S, Apple, Tesco), through to NHS, 
the Police and financial institutions

From this we were able to identify those who were most cynical, neutral and optimistic and 
separate them to form 4 syndicate groups for the second session.

• The second session explored attitudes to, and levels of trust in, a range of 
broadcasters in the light of recent press coverage and then to explore a number of key 
editorial principles using clips as illustration. For this session, we split into 4 groups; one 
of ‘Cynics’, one of ‘Optimists’ and two ‘Neutral’ groups.
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Section 2: Context

A changing attitude to institutions

It is clear that attitudes to both Public and National institutions have undergone a change. 
There is greater scepticism about both the integrity of such organisations and their ability to 
meet the needs of their customers.

Trust in such institutions is thus perceived as a relatively out-dated concept for many; 
whereas once there may have been an implicit belief in top-down benevolence, there is now 
a belief in consumer ‘rights’ and a corresponding questioning of organisations’ ability to 
deliver. There is also a strong sense that management and bureaucracy hinder modern life, 
especially in the provision of services. This is exacerbated by the fact that new technologies 
(including the internet), more ‘open’ government and greater choice all engender the 
consumer with a belief that they are more in control than ever before.

Yet with increased individual control comes a paradox. Consumers have a greater sense of 
entitlement but a confused notion of responsibility and a corresponding sense of 
powerlessness. They struggle with a sense that no one takes responsibility for anything any 
more and that ‘these days it’s all about what you can get away with’.

So, in a post-modern, technology- heavy society where the dominance of and belief in, 
national and public institutions has been eroded, there is a sense from consumers that truth 
is relative rather than absolute and thus anything can be open to question. It is less about 
truth and more about interpretation.

Arguably therefore, public institutions need to show a greater sense of integrity in a world 
increasingly in flux, both morally and in its representation of itself.

How audiences watch, enjoy and decode television

The issue of trust in broadcasting is undoubtedly assessed from a position of common sense 
on the part of the audience. Television viewing is a large part of the mainstream viewer’s life 
and their understanding of the process and outcome is significant. 

They know, for example, that TV is expensive to make, and are thus aware that short-cuts 

may be taken, editing may be necessary, economies made. They have a latent 
understanding of genre, a factor that is key to setting expectations; they know that not all 
‘factual’ TV is always factual and when ‘reality’ TV is manipulated in the name of 
entertainment.
Most viewers have a couple of shows with which they have a stronger programme affinity. 
This heightens their expectations and increases their need for a show to be ‘honest’ with 
them and to remain consistent with these expectations.

Similarly, relationships with and expectations of, presenters, whether as a result of expertise, 
aspiration or empathy, have a corresponding effect on how audiences feel if this relationship 
is undermined in any way.
There are also certain shows that bring expectations arising from years of heritage and 
tradition; for example live state events, religious occasions and other national events.
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Despite the proliferation of choice, television remains a shared experience and audiences
know that shows they may not watch are nonetheless important to others, and may even 
affect the nation and have impact way beyond the personal. This can lead them to decode
possible issues on the behalf of others or with a sense of greater responsibility.

As a result of this sophistication, viewers are accepting of the fact that there may be grey
areas of judgement when it comes to understanding how information, a story or particular
detail is conveyed on television. That said, they still divide their interpretation of events into
two parts: that which constitutes downright ‘lying’ or ‘deception’ (their language) and the
grey areas - which for the most part are acceptable outcomes of the process of making
television.

The impact of channel brand and recent ‘scandals’

There is a strong sense that there should not be two tiers of standards; namely that the
BBC and its commercial rivals should all adhere to broadcast-wide principles and guidelines.

There is a belief however, that as a publicly funded broadcaster, the BBC has to work
harder to meet such standards and this has earned them a greater level of trust over the
years. Plus there is a more latent sense that commercial channels may cut more corners
given business imperatives.

2007 ‘scandals’

Top of mind for respondents were the ‘phone scams’, with the financial sting the key issue,
and these were predominantly attributed to ITV. Overall, if money is involved the issue
becomes far more heated and this would be the same if it were the BBC at fault.

There is a firm belief that the BBC has reacted quickly to mistakes made (including the Blue 
Peter example).

There is also an increasing level of awareness about the role of Independents and an
understanding that outsourcing can result in mistakes being made; but conversely this
helps to identify those responsible more quickly (‘The Queen’).
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Section 3: Audience reaction to key editorial principles

Summary of  process

We showed respondents clips to illustrate the principles under discussion. They were 
asked to focus on the principle rather than to judge the content per se. A full list and 
short description of the clips shown is given overleaf.

We then had a general discussion of the issues involved. After this respondents were 
asked to select one statement (from a choice of four), that best expressed their attitude 
to the principle under debate. This provided us with a scale against which to assess the 
strength of feeling in relation to the different issues.

The choice was as follows:

• I think this adds to the enjoyment of the show and I don’t have a problem with it
• I don’t think this adds to the enjoyment of the show but I don’t have a problem with it
• I think this adds to the enjoyment of the show but I’m not entirely comfortable with it
• I don’t think this adds to the enjoyment of the show and I do have a problem with it.

Clearly the top two statements (in dark blue) reflect a degree of acceptance of the 
principle, whether respondents’ enjoyment is enhanced in the process or not.

The remaining two statements reflect their unwillingness to sanction a principle outright, 
even if their enjoyment is enhanced in the process.

The strength of reaction as measured in this way is summarised at the end of each 
relevant section.
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Audience reaction to key editorial principles

Content shown as stimulus

All clips were illustrative of the principle under discussion.

Principle 1a: shows filmed or scripted to give a live feel on screen
• Songs of Praise Christmas and Easter specials (BBC): both shows were filmed in 
November, back-to-back, with careful production to ensure a different seasonal 
atmosphere for each.

• Strictly Come Dancing (BBC): the results show, which is now filmed ‘as live’ and 
shown on a Sunday evening, rather than live after the Saturday show.

Principle 1b: shows which set out to show a journey, discovery or personal 
odyssey
• Living on the Line (C4): this particular extract shows the two protagonists (one of 
whom is the journalist Jon Snow) meeting for the first time as the climax to lengthy 
personal journeys.

Principle 2: editing many hours of filming of real people/situations to shape a 
story
• The Apprentice (BBC): this clip shows one of the contestants after he was ‘fired’ from 
the show, using edited footage to summarise his time and performance on the show

Principle 3: use of ‘noddy’ shots
• Interview from The Culture Show (BBC): this clip of an interview was used merely 
to illustrate to respondents what is meant by a ‘noddy’ shot and was a genuine response 
by an interviewer during a live interview. The discussion then focussed on the use of 
manipulated noddies to explore the principle further. 

Principle 4: Illusions used to enhance storytelling or viewer experience
• The Nature of Britain (BBC): the clip showed film of a fox being covered in water to 
illustrate the impact of rainfall (the animal was filmed in a nature reserve rather than in 
the wild and the water came from a hose). 
• Incredible Animal Journeys (BBC): the clip shows the presenter speaking from a 
London hotel room, yet presenting the information as though he were still in the Yukon, 
where the majority of the footage was filmed.
• Bear Grylls survival show (C4, Discovery): the clip shows Bear Grylls demonstrating 
various survival techniques in the wild, although he spent some of the time in a hotel 
during the filming
• The F Word (C4): Gordon Ramsay is presented as having caught wild sea bass yet it 
was subsequently revealed (and admitted by himself) that this was not the case.
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Audience reaction to key editorial principles

Principle 5: using dramatic licence while telling a story

• The Thieving Headmistress (BBC): this clip came from a drama documentary 
about the true story of Colleen McCabe, a headmistress who used school money to fund 
personal shopping sprees. We see speculation on her motives by real protagonists 
caught up in the events, interspersed with dramatic reconstructions to illustrate events 
and bring Colleen’s character (played by Pauline Quirke) to life. Colleen McCabe has 
been tried and convicted for her crime. 

• The Government Inspector (C4): this clip comes from a dramatisation based on 
the events leading to the death of Dr David Kelly, an arms expert at the Ministry of 
Defence at the time of the decision to go to war in Iraq. The scene shows actors playing 
Tony Blair and Alistair Campbell, and dramatises the decision whether or not to make 
the name of Dr Kelly public. They believed that he was the source for a BBC report 
which suggested that the crucial dossier on weapons of mass destruction had been 
‘sexed up’. 

Both the above clips use disclaimers to guide the viewer’s expectations.
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Respondents swiftly formed parameters which they used to assess the integrity of the 
principle in relation to content. These are very consistent across all the different principles 
and reflect their understanding of the way television works.

In addition, they were keen to assess each case on its own merits and indeed, generally 
felt this sort of subjectivity to be important – this is reflected in their reactions, which 
aren’t always conclusive.

Principle 1a: shows filmed or scripted to give a live feel on screen

(Illustrated by Strictly Come Dancing and Songs of Praise)

Ultimately all agree that it is unacceptable to mislead in this area (say something is 
actually live when it isn’t), but they understand that shows are sometimes filmed ‘as live’
to enhance the viewing experience. In this instance certain parameters are applied:

Genre and subject matter

Entertainment shows are significantly less problematic than those purporting to be factual 
or having sensitive subject matter at their heart.

For many the ‘Songs of Praise’ Christmas and Easter specials being filmed back-to-back 
compromised the ‘spirit’ of the occasion. The timescale (filming Easter in November) 
exacerbated this. But for others, a deeper religious understanding transcended this, and it 
was less of an issue.

There is a sense that the potential cultural impact and tradition behind big events raises 
the stakes and viewers expect these to continue to be live; many found examples where 
an ‘as live’ approach would be unacceptable (e.g. Remembrance Day, a Royal wedding or 
funeral, the FA Cup).

Programme affinity

The degree to which respondents emotionally engage with the content can drive reactions. 
Real fans of ‘Strictly Come Dancing’ were more likely to feel ‘robbed’ of the suspense and 
sense of event stemming from the genuinely live results.

Talent

The expectations of different presenters and their tone of voice dictate reaction here. For 
example Jonathan Ross makes no effort to pretend that his Friday night show is live, 
rather viewers are invited to share the joke.

When asked to choose a statement that best reflected their strength of feeling on the 
matter, respondents were almost equally split between ‘agreeing that filming as live added 
enjoyment and they had no problem with this’ and ‘disagreeing that it added enjoyment 
but also having no real problem with it’.
So the conclusion we can draw from this is, no real concerns (provided no one is stating it 
really is live), but a preference for live if given a choice.
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Principle 1b: shows which set out to show a journey, discovery or  personal 
odyssey

(Illustrated by Living on the Line)

Genre/subject matter

At the heart of audience reactions to this principle was the expectation of many of these 
shows, that the journey is continuous. In viewers’ minds to imply something is continuous 
if it isn’t, is as deceptive as saying something is live if it isn’t. If a journey is revealed not to 
be continuous, or a deadline ‘faked’, this has real ramifications for viewer enjoyment of 
and commitment to, the show. In this case the two protagonists were genuinely meeting 
for the first time as the climax to a lengthy journey.  

An exception may be made if a break has to occur for personal family reasons (although 
this does not include simply visiting the family or recording a lucrative voice over).

Impact

Because the viewer is invited to believe in the emotional or physical progress made in 
shows of this type, the stakes are often presented as high. Therefore the capacity for 
feeling cheated is greater and potentially undermines the contract they have with the 
show.

Similarly, in those shows which reveal an intensely emotional discovery (for example ‘Who 
Do You Think You Are?’), this moment is expected to occur when information is revealed
for the first time (and not when re-filmed or re-created).

Unsurprisingly, when asked to register their strength of feeling on this principle, their 
response reflected the clear potential for disappointment, with the majority stating that 
compromise in this area ‘failed to add enjoyment and they did have a problem with it’, the 
remainder admitting that while ‘it may add enjoyment, they still had a problem with it’.
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Audience reaction to key editorial principles

Principle 2: editing many hours of filming of real people/situations to shape a 
story

(Illustrated by The Apprentice)

Genre/subject

Many automatically assume this principle to be largely relevant to reality TV shows and 
these more than any others dictate the rules of engagement. The participants are also 
considered fair game, as they too are perceived to know the rules. 

The exceptions are children or disabled people, or when sensitive subjects are being 
handled. However audiences expect these to be dealt with in a fly-on-the-wall 
documentary, where they trust in the sensibilities of the programme team to apply 
guidelines and exercise appropriate judgement.

In the case of other shows involving children or family relationships (eg: Supernanny) - if 
something positive is genuinely achieved (children behave better), then this can be life 
affirming - and whatever programme-making process was employed to get to this point 
may be considered appropriate.

Programme Affinity

Similarly, strong programme brands dictate reactions (eg: Wife Swap), with viewers 
quickly able to decode serious factual (fly-on-the wall documentaries) vs ‘light’ factual 
shows.

Interestingly, while viewers display clear understanding of the genre rules in relation to 
this principle, when asked to decide definitively by selecting a statement that best summed 
up their feeling, they are cautious about sanctioning this sort of behaviour outright.

It seems they are happy to be entertained but ultimately, the issue of vulnerable groups, 
empathy with ‘real’ people (vs the programme makers) and possibly, latent criticism of the 
genre overall, results in a more ‘moral’ stance. It is also the only principle when the 
general public are possibly at risk of exploitation.

Therefore while all agree that it can add enjoyment, opinion is almost equally divided 
between ‘not having a problem’ with it and ‘being uncomfortable’. 
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Audience reaction to key editorial principles

Principle 3: use of ‘noddy’ shots

(Illustrated by an interview from The Culture Show)

Overall, response to this principle was relatively muted. Most regarded this as one step too 
far in the analysis process, agreeing that technical matters of this kind were best left to 
the production team. As such it isn’t an area where they feel strongly motivated to judge.

We therefore raised the issue of manipulating noddy shots (either by re-filming or re-
editing) during the programme-making process.

As with the other principles, genre expectations played a part in audience reactions and as 
most noddies are used in factual shows, rigour is expected. 

Similarly, if an interview is expected to have significant impact (eg: the Panorama ‘Diana’
interview), extra caution would be necessary they think.

But ultimately editing or even re-shooting (manipulating) noddies in good faith is 
acceptable to the majority, providing the outcome or tone of the interview is not changed 
in any way, or the integrity of the interviewee is not compromised.

Nobody in the sample felt this process actually added a viewer benefit (namely greater 
enjoyment - reflecting perhaps the difficulty respondents had engaging with this principle) 
and reaction was split between those with ‘no concerns’ and those ‘not entirely 
comfortable’, the latter perhaps more affected by the emphasis put on manipulated 
noddies.
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Principle 4: Illusions used to enhance storytelling or viewer experience
(Illustrated by: The Nature of Britain, Bear Grylls, The F Word and Incredible Animal 
Journeys)

We experienced a wide spectrum of response in this discussion, suggesting that there are no 
hard and fast rules: each case needs to be assessed on its own merits. This is done against a 
generally positive barometer - namely if it helps to tell the story and make more entertaining
TV.
Judgement was influenced by genre, varying according to expectations of specific 
programmes and across different presenter talent.

Genre and expectations

Generally speaking, factual programmes are expected to show rigour in terms of the 
information they present. That said, the expectations of specific programmes within the 
genre can serve to heighten or relax the expected depth and breadth of this rigour.

Consequently the majority of respondents were happy to dismiss the issues surrounding the 
filming of the fox for Nature of Britain as what is expected of a relatively undemanding, 
visually pleasing, ‘nature-lite’ show fronted by Alan Titchmarsh – a presenter who claims no 
expertise, rather an approachable enthusiasm, for his subject.

By contrast, a series like Blue Planet generates great expectations. Regarded as the pinnacle 
of nature documentary, its heritage and ‘specialness’ must be preserved. Audiences 
understand the laborious process of filming this sort of show and understand that 
occasionally something may need to be recreated if it can’t be filmed in the wild – but they 
want to be told that this is the case. A small disclaimer or pointer from the presenter 
(especially if it is David Attenborough) is sufficient and could even enhance their involvement 
they claim.

The example shown of Incredible Animal Journeys did not provoke a strong response. 
On balance respondents felt that editing and re-filming of this type was acceptable given the 
need to maintain momentum and narrative. They accept that occasionally logistics may 
necessitate intervention. The fact that they did not have strong expectations of the show or 
the presenter may have contributed to this response. 

Talent and expectations

A similar picture exists with regard to talent. Alan Titchmarsh and David Attenborough are 
mentioned above. Another comparison was made between Bear Grylls and Ray Mears. There 
was little surprise at the revelation that Bear Grylls used a hotel when filming his survival 
show, but participants felt their expectations might have been different for a Ray Mears 
programme. The exception to this relatively relaxed response, was that of the Bear Grylls
fan, who felt let down as the reality fundamentally undermined the premise of the show. 
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Issues of this kind can have an impact on the bond that committed viewers have with a 
programme (as we saw in relation to the odyssey shows), even if the majority remain 
relatively relaxed.

In the case of The F Word, respondents were ultimately disappointed when it was revealed 
that Gordon Ramsay did not catch the fish as implied. Rather than a strong sense of outrage 
however, they felt he had simply let himself and his ‘brand’ down – why bother when this is 
the outcome? They thought slightly less of him as a consequence but it didn’t significantly 
impair their enjoyment of the show.

So ultimately, when asked to register their strength of feeling on the issue, the majority of 
respondents declared that this principle added to the enjoyment of a show, almost giving 
outright permission to do this.

Nonetheless, a minority held back, again showing a hesitancy to give sanction to this across 
the board, without being aware of the specifics involved and an possibly, awareness of the 
disappointment that could be experienced by real ‘fans’.
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Audience reaction to key editorial principles

Principle 5: using dramatic licence while telling a story

(Illustrated by The Thieving Headmistress and The Government Inspector)

The brand values of specific broadcasters applied quite strongly here, with all in the 
sample expecting the BBC to be confident of its facts before they applied dramatic licence. 
Because respondents believe that this will largely be the case, they are willing to accept 
dramatic licence as an important story telling mechanism. 

In addition, audiences expect the BBC to be more balanced, less biased, even when 
dramatically constructing real events. By contrast, the perception of C4 generally, as 
edgier and more risk-taking, led most to accept the dramatic licence evident in ‘The 
Government Inspector, while still agreeing that the subject matter made it more 
polarising than ‘The Thieving Headmistress’ .

Genre and subject are once again important factors.  A docu- drama is expected to be 
rooted in fact, while a drama implies a greater degree of interpretation.

The fact that the main protagonist in ‘The Thieving Headmistress’ was convicted of her 
crime, that the tone of the clip is speculative rather than emphatic and the real talking-
heads were clearly identified, made any dramatic licence acceptable to all.

The sensitivity of the subject in ‘The Government Inspector,’ coupled with the dramatic 
(even slightly humorous) treatment, led to a sense from respondents that the BBC would 
not have made this – it belonged in more controversial C4 territory.

All agreed that health warnings and disclaimers (as displayed in both examples) had a 
helpful role to play and were important decoding tools in programmes of this type.

As might be expected there was a strong sense that dramatic licence does add to 
enjoyment, but given the lack of complete knowledge of the facts, plus the importance of 
judging each ‘subject’ on its own merits, it was hard for the sample to agree that it is 
always acceptable (ie:  that they are all ‘entirely comfortable with it’) across the board.
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Section 4: Implications for the BBC

Encouragingly, there is also a belief from many that if the BBC does mess-up (‘The 
Queen’), its accountable position means that it publicly (and usually, willingly) puts its 
house in order as a consequence. 
And finally, there is a recognition from the majority, that broadcasters are trying to make 
entertaining programmes in a more competitive market, so programme enhancement is 
inevitable - and indeed desirable.

Perversely perhaps, all these issues are only brought into meaningful focus when 
transgression is exposed.

But these days, this is more likely to happen as there is heavy media coverage of these 
stories – though this interest may wane. Furthermore, audiences are more media savvy, 
which can swing both ways - making them more accepting on the one hand, more 
questioning and judgemental on the other. In addition, the internet has the power to make 
the private public, the minor misdemeanour a major one and the niche of general interest.

Although the BBC was not perceived to be worse than any other broadcaster, the fact that 
it is more strongly associated with values of honesty, trustworthiness, reliability and factual 
content, mean that audiences do expect more of the BBC.

Furthermore, for a society in flux, there is evidence from this research that the BBC still 
symbolises some of the top-down benevolence and public spiritedness that many believe is 
lost from much of modern life. Yet awareness of these brand values is receding for a 
growing minority.

Ultimately for the BBC (vs its competitors), with these comparative benefits come the 
burdens of greater accountability, responsibility and editorial rigour. It is possible that the 
BBC’s custodianship of these values needs to be more overt to avoid being tarred with the 
broad brush of world weary cynicism - by being actively transparent about its belief in 
honest programme making.

For the most part, respondents are positive about how this can be achieved: via the 
application of common sense to specific cases, rather than black and white rules. Key 
parameters include:

- genre: entertainment vs factual
- impact: the effect a show is expected to have beyond the transmission date
- subject matter: sensitive or specific in a way easily compromised
- judicious use of specific talent and programme brands 
- overt use of health warnings and disclaimers where relevant (a positive)


